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Managed PCI Compliance Scanning

Any company that accepts, processes, or stores credit card information needs to comply with 
requirements set by the Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council. 

Hacker Guardian PCI Compliance Scanning enables companies to properly manage all of their Web Compliance and 
eCommerce security factors through a single, easy-to-use web-based application. Scans help identify vulnerabilities 
and misconfigurations of web sites, applications, and information technology (IT) infrastructures with Internet-
facing internet protocol (IP) addresses. KJL have been building, managing and supporting network infrastructures 
for over 18 years. On the results of a PCI scan we are able to consult and advise on vulnerabilities and, more 
importantly, provide the necessary expertise to fix any identified risks.

Make Web Security Easy!
Play Safe! Speak to the team at 
KJL today. We can set you up on 
our 90 day rolling schedule so 
you never have to worry about 
PCI compliance or flaws in your 

IT environments ever again. 

Call 01268 627111Add websites to be scanned Instantly check website compliance

About PCI Compliance
Any company that accepts, processes, or stores credit card information 
needs to comply with requirements set by the Payment Card Industry 
Security Standards Council. Merchants require official certification to 
submit payment information to banks and other financial transaction 
organisations. These certifications are a global standard, meaning they 
are accepted all over the world. Failure to comply with the Payment Card 
Industry security standards may result in heavy fines, restrictions or 
permanent expulsion from card acceptance programs.

Why Hacker Guardian?
Vulnerability assessment scans must be performed quarterly by an 
approved Scanning Vendor. Hacker Guardian is backed by Comodo, a 
leading PCI approved scanning vendor. Their exhaustive process identifies 
all vulnerabilities with a CVSS base score greater than 4.0 (which result 
in a company failing to meet PCI regulations.) The Hacker Guardian 
solution provides a comprehensive report detailing all security issues with 
remediation advice cross-referenced to thousands of online advisories.
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Web Security FAQ: Understanding the facts

I have an SSL Certificate, do I need vulnerability scanning?

SSL certificates do not secure a web server from malicious attacks or intrusions. SSL certificates provide the first 
tier of customer security and reassurance. However, consumer fears in the light of recent attacks on high profile 
merchant web sites mean that businesses need to ensure that their websites are tested and are secure against 
all known vulnerabilities. Furthermore, organizations such as the Payment Card Industry (PCI) have introduced 
guidelines that make server vulnerability testing a mandatory requirement. The HackerGuardian Scan Compliance 
service provides merchants with a fast, low cost way of meeting the PCI scanning guidelines.

Managing eCommerce Securely.
Hacker Guardian enables KJL to validate PCI Compliance 
quarterly on up to five servers using the full scope of 
vulnerability and security tests (over 30,000 individual 
vulnerability tests with more added daily).

PCI Compliance proof for upto 5 different servers
Scan multiple servers and server types
Post-scan reporting with threat mitigation advice
Upto ten PCI scans per quarter
Additional IP Address Pack available

Are home users a serious target for hackers?
Home users are arguably the most vulnerable people around simply because 
they are usually not well protected. Adopting a ‘path of least resistance’ model, 
intruders will often zero-in on home users - often exploiting their ‘Always on’ 
broadband connections and typical home use programs such as chat, Internet 
games and P2P files sharing applications. HackerGuardian Scanning Service 
allows home users and network administrators alike to identify and fix any 
security vulnerabilities on their desktop or laptop computers.

Make PCI Compliance Simple
KJL ensure that your business is fully protected. 

From £95 per scan
Terms and Conditions apply. 


